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Summary 

This deliverable “Definitions of shared pool of concepts” is to provide a conceptual basis for project 

members and local networks. It is to provide non-technical descriptions and definitions of the key 

concepts that the SEAS project draws upon to formulate its objectives and modes of operation. 

While it provides a conceptual basis, this deliverable is not exhaustive and does not pre-empt future 

refinement and re-definition of concepts. Instead, as a basis, it is to allow for coherence and shared 

focus in the project. The concepts defined in this deliverable will be refined and complemented by 

other concepts throughout the project, documenting the innovation of open schooling to be 

achieved in this project and allowing to speak back to the development of generic models for open 

schooling that are to address sustainability challenges. Given the prominence of the concept of open 

schooling in the project this document will define open schooling (section 3) and what is meant by 

“open” (section 3.1) before accounting for a set number of concepts and sub-concepts (section 4). 

 

Document history, future and authorship  

This document has been prepared by task leader Stefan Bengtsson (Uppsala University, WP 4 

leader), Alfredo Jornet (University of Oslo, WP2 leader) and Katrien Van Poeck (University of Ghent, 

WP5 leader). 

A first draft of the document was circulated to the project members on the 22nd of November 2019 

before the project meeting in Tallinn, 2nd to 4th of December 2019. At the Tallinn project meeting a 

workshop was held on concepts to be used with the project, where participants provided feedback 

on included concepts as well as suggested additional concepts. After the workshop, the feedback 

was integrated by Stefan Bengtsson, Alfredo Jornet and Katrien Van Poeck. A version of the 

deliverable was sent off to the quality assurance process on the 16th of December. 

As with regards to its future, the document is envisioned to be developed into a wiki-format where 

work in different work packages is to contribute to the development of the initial concepts 

throughout the project. For example, the documentation of tools (see D4.1) is to be integrated into 

the wiki providing entry points for identifying needs for adaptation, emerging needs for tools, as well 

as changes in their use. The translation of this deliverable into a wiki is planned to start in January 

2020. Key concepts in this document are indicated with brackets and cursive letters (e.g. “key 

concept”) to a) indicate that the concept is central, (with a definition of the concept provided) and b) 

to indicate entries for the wiki to be developed. 
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1. Introduction  

The purpose of this document is to provide a shared framework of analytical concepts rendering 

meaningful and analyzing the work necessary to establish and develop open schooling as a means 

to transform and position schools generally, and science education more specifically, as agents of 

change towards sustainability. Thus, at a general level, the concepts presented in this project aim to 

provide a conceptual resource for SEAS Consortium members, but also anyone else interested in 

the implementation and research of open schooling initiatives. A first challenge concerns identifying 

those concepts or categories that, alone or in combination, unequivocally relate to open schooling 

as an inquiry object. A subsequent challenge involves identifying the appropriate level of specificity 

that these concepts or categories should have to continue informing open schooling as a general 

field of research and practice. On the one hand, the categories need to be broad enough to 

accommodate the specific needs, interests, and circumstances to be addressed and responded to 

within each local network, still allowing researchers coming from different research traditions and 

with different, complementary interests to enquire into a common field of research. On the other 

hand, the categories need to be specific enough to allow for the generation of transferrable models 

that should be useful for practitioners and researchers to develop and analyze open schooling 

initiatives in other contexts and situations. The concepts presented in this document represent an 

initial, tentative response to these challenges. 

Although aimed at establishing a common conceptual framework, and therefore to provide the 

foundations for cohesiveness as well as for addressing questions of scientific validity and reliability 

of research on open schooling, the SEAS initial pool of concepts must be open in the beginning so 

that we are able to further develop them from varied theoretical perspectives and in collaboration 

(co-creation) with stakeholders in varied practices. In this regard, the project takes as a starting point 

the premise that engaging in the practice of inquiry facilitates the emergence of new and unexpected 

ways of understanding and transforming the world and the social practices we study. Concepts and 

conceptual tools are to enable us to design and assess the emergence of agency and change. 

Further, they need to enable us to adapt to and document reflexively how project intervention can 

accommodate and conceive of the possibilities of emergence.  

In line with the premises outlined above, the document consists of two main parts that are in reflexive 

relation with regards to each other:  

First, we define the project’s overall notion of open schooling, as an open-ended, inquiry-based but 

also inquiry-orienting concept. The goal of this section is to provide a general sense of how open 

schooling relates to the motive of the project as a whole and to establish an initial definition of open 

schooling as an organizing principle for deriving relevant conceptual resources for its study. 

Secondly, we provide definitions of concepts or categories that inform and nuance the initial 

conception of open schooling provided below. Each of these categories is inevitably informed by 

some broader theoretical positioning. However, each of the categories is defined in a way that shall 

allow for investigation from a diversity of theoretical approaches. Thus, even when these concepts 
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are informed by specific theoretical approaches they can be approached, investigated, and refined 

from a diversity of perspectives and specific research methods. 

2. Open Schooling: A Preliminary 

Definition 

First, and before we define the set of SEAS analytical concepts in subsequent sections, we introduce 

the definition of the most general concept in the project, open schooling. We start by defining open 

schooling as this concept is critical for adequately framing and identifying the rest of the conceptual 

resources. It is in relation to the notion of open schooling, as both a field of educational practice and 

a field of investigation, that all the other definitions are addressed. Their purpose is to guide analytical 

work towards both establishing (as a field of practice) and studying (as a field of inquiry) open 

schooling networks, each one of those definitions relating to what is tentatively considered as 

constitutive aspects of that work. Defining open schooling is, therefore, a prerequisite for identifying 

those constitutive categories that will be used for open schooling’s development and study in SEAS. 

It is important to note that, in the same way, that the analytical concepts presented in this document 

are tentative and subject to inquiry and revision, the notion of open schooling is also defined 

tentatively. The definition provided in this section is thus aimed at initiating a process of 

development. It is not static and aimed at determining predefined outcomes. As the project evolves 

and develops more knowledge and experiences about open schooling, it will also update its 

understanding and definitions of the notion of the concepts required for its analysis. The resulting 

understandings (analytical insights and empirical findings) will be documented in a set of deliverables 

describing transferrable models for implementing and analyzing open schooling initiatives for action 

and engagement towards sustainability.2  

2.1. Senses of “open” in open schooling 

Faced with the question, “what is unique to or constitutive of open schooling as a field of inquiry?”, 

it appears that clarifying the sense of "open" in open schooling is crucial for distinguishing open 

schooling from schooling more generally. Thus, a convenient way of operationalizing the notion of 

open schooling in a preliminary and general fashion is by examining an initial formulation, and how 

it embodies three different, but complementary senses of how the notion of “open” in open 

schooling transgresses traditional school’s boundaries. 

In the most general form, the definition that we follow in the SEAS project is given by the European 

Commission and is formulated as those initiatives in which “schools in cooperation with other 

stakeholders, become an agent of community well-being”. This definition, thus, contrasts with other 

                                                           
2 D5.2 Report on models for the establishment and implementation of open schooling partnerships; D5.3 Report on 

models on transformational engagement scientific literacies and motivation; D5.4 Report on models of teaching and 

learning scientific literacy. 
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senses of the notion of open schooling present in the current literature where open schooling is 

defined as a means to expand access to education by solving issues of remote access, quality, and 

cost. Definitions adhering to this sense describe open schooling as related to distance education 

and open education and involve “opening up education through the use of technology to provide 

flexible learning opportunities to individuals from the restraints of time and place”3. In these notions, 

the sense of “open” is topographical and refers to the school’s accessibility in terms of overcoming 

barriers of distance and time. It is about the schooling practices reaching out so that they are made 

accessible to a wider public. 

The notion of open schooling that is considered in SEAS does include an aspect of openness 

concerning transgressing traditional school barriers of distance and time in the sense described 

above, but does so in a much broader sense, and must be differentiated from this narrower notion 

of distance education. A crucial difference in this regard is that open schooling, as conceived in 

SEAS, involves reaching out not just to make school accessible, but also to make it relevant to other 

spheres beyond formal education. This dimension of openness, thus, has to do with connecting 

school activity with activities out-of-the-school; that is, connecting learning across formal, informal, 

and non-formal settings. Moreover, the need and relevance of connecting science learning across 

formal, non-formal and informal settings are elaborated in the SEAS project’s description in terms 

of enhanced possibilities for cultivating a scientifically literate, responsible citizenship (see project 

description, section 1.3). In this regard, the goal of science learning is also expanded beyond the 

traditional aim of “learning”, to a much broader understanding of learning as being transformative 

of both learners and their communities; thereby also transforming the very notion of scientific 

literacy. The very notion of interest in science is also changed, as it involves overcoming barriers to 

experiencing schooling as meaningful and significant, both in terms of individual significance, and 

collective significance or relevance, since open schooling is aimed not only at making the school 

accessible but also and at the same time at generating community well-being, which in SEAS involves 

addressing local sustainability challenges.  

Another dimension of openness in open schooling concerns the nature of the contents being 

learned and the mode of teaching and learning. Unlike traditional schooling, in which the activity is 

oriented towards the learning of contents pre-specified in a curriculum, in open schooling the activity 

is oriented towards addressing problems that matter to the participants and their local communities. 

Such contents or problems are emergent, not pre-specified, and their definition requires 

collaboration with other stakeholders. The methods and the practical approaches that characterize 

open schooling thus involve including participants in the identification of the sustainability challenges 

they address, in a form of inquiry, and allowing them to develop a sense of ownership and agency 

over the learning process, deriving in learning as transformation of learners as they engage in 

transforming the living conditions or contexts in which they live.  

                                                           
3 Tagoe, Michael A. 2014. “Making Real the Dream of Education for All Through Open Schooling and Open Universities in 

Ghana.” SAGE Open 4 (4): 2158244014559022. doi:10.1177/2158244014559022. 
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Open schooling is thus constituted by a heterogeneous collective in which multiple institutions and 

organizations cooperate for science education to take place. In open schooling, learners transform 

themselves and their life conditions by cooperating and meaningfully engaging with the problems, 

expertise, and interests of others. Understanding science concepts here involves dealing with 

complex socio-scientific objects that have different implications for divergent 

participants/stakeholders, and that therefore can (and should) be approached from a 

“democratizing” and interdisciplinary perspective, always relating to personal, practical, as well as 

political dimensions. Schooling is democratized, and becomes a democratizing force, in at least two 

ways: it opens up institutionalized settings and formalized curricula to become sensitive to concerns 

and perspectives outside of disciplinary knowledge and education, and it engages in and contributes 

to a broader societal debate. 

This also means that those traditionally considered to be “beneficiaries” of learning of schooling are 

not only students but also family and the community at large. Open schooling connects learning 

and inquiry to practices in families and societies; it opens up teaching and schooling to become 

sensitive to how sustainability issues faced and engaged within practices outside of the formalized 

curriculum and schooling as an institutionalized setting. By connecting learning and inquiry in 

schooling to practices, concerns, and engagement outside of schooling (in “families” and “wider 

community”) it incorporates previously excluded perspectives into inquiry and learning taking place 

in schools. Further, it strengthens scientific ways of relating (“inquiry”) to sustainability issues and 

challenges in families and communities. 

To summarize, open schooling refers to an effort to open up traditional schooling to: a) include non-

traditional stakeholders in schooling and actors associated with traditional schooling to engage with 

actors outside of schooling; b) to include and reinterpret education content that is not commonly 

included in education as well as scientific, disciplinary perspectives; c) to open up learning and 

education (outcomes) as to contribute to and connect to that which is traditionally considered 

outside of concern for schooling. From this definition of the three notions of “open” in “open 

schooling”, a set of areas of inquiry practices emerge that need to be addressed to both build up 

and to investigate an open schooling environment in the context of science education for 

sustainability. The concepts in the following sections derive from this general, initial definition of 

open schooling and aim to further clarify its meaning as a possible form of science education 

practice. 

3. Shared pool of analytical concepts 

Below we present a guiding, yet, tentative pool of core open schooling concepts structuring the 

interventions and analyzes within the project. These core concepts are not dependent on a specific 

approach to open schooling but capture shared ambitions and points of intervention for the project 

as a whole. Further, these concepts are to speak to non-experts participating in the project as well 

as to feedback into a wider discussion about the role of schools in facilitating social change in the 

context of current global sustainability challenges. In this sense, project-related concepts are to 
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communicate internally and externally what the project aims to accomplish and to nuance in plain 

language findings and approaches. This pool of core concepts in this section is hence providing a 

baseline for project implementation and synthesis to be derived throughout the project. These 

concepts will be expanded through revision and additional concepts as they emerge in the project 

implementation.  

In line with the project’s iterative approach, the core concepts are, as already mentioned, to be 

nuanced and revised given the emergence of findings throughout the project, rendering it a dynamic 

pool of concepts where concepts and their relations are progressively revised, nuanced and added 

based upon findings generated as well as blind spots identified. This shared pool of core concepts 

in addition to specific theories and methods are to be transformed into a wiki-structured digital 

resource, where project partners collectively expand and alter relation among concepts and weight 

the significance of particular concepts in understanding open schooling in the project. 

However, to guarantee internal coherence and continuity, central concepts at the project level are 

required to be altered through processes of common negotiation. They are somewhat more 

continuous and stable given their relation to the project objectives and internal structure of 

interventions. To provide continuity and stability they need to remain somewhat more abstract and 

non-technical. Specificity, theoretical and context sensitivity will be resolved at the local level, when 

participants support their respective open schooling implementations through the introduction of 

theoretical frameworks and tools guidelines presented in the practical guidelines on implementation 

and use of tools (presented in deliverables D2.1. A plan and milestones concerning challenge 

implementation for each local network & D4.1. Updated guideline manual describing use of each of 

the SEAS digital tools). 

Central concepts for defining and analyzing open schooling in SEAS are the following:  

● Learning Trajectories 

○ Meaning-making and sense-making across contexts 

○ Narratives of change 

● Transformational Learning 

○ Capacities 

■ Critical thinking 

■ Reflexivity 

■ Empathy 

■ Agency 

● Sustainability Challenges as Teaching/Learning Objects 

○ Complexity/Wickedness 

○ Socio-scientific issues 

● Inquiry 

○ Democratizing inquiry 

■ Classroom 

■ Families 

■ Wider community 

● Scientific literacy as/for Societal Transformation 
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○ Functional capability/competence 

● Co-Design for Pedagogical Innovation 

○ Co-designing locally relevant teaching 

○ Co-design as a methodological principle 

 

3.1. Learning Trajectories 

Although emerging as part of a theory of situated learning4, the notion of Learning Trajectories is 

constitutive to an interdisciplinary approach to open schooling in that it sets the analytical focus in 

learning that takes place not within a self-contained context. Instead, trajectory is understood as a 

“meaning-making” trajectory that shapes and is shaped as learners participate and engage in “socio-

scientific issues” in diverse settings during their everyday life. This is a crucial shift for understanding 

and investigating learning: the focus needs to be expanded to trace learning trajectories that span 

beyond one single (school, out-of-school) setting and into the building of life-relevant learning 

experiences and narratives.  

A focus on learning trajectories involves understanding how different competencies and forms of 

sense-making are and/or can be supported pedagogically across contexts and engaging different 

actors. In methodological terms, this requires developing data collection and analytical methods that 

allow tracing growth in given dimensions or competencies across time and participation in multiple 

settings. Two key aspects of tracing trajectories are the type of “sense-making” practices that are 

generated, and the “narratives of change” that such practices afford.  

3.1.1 Meaning-making and sense-making 

When considered in terms of trajectories across contexts, learning must be approached and 

conceptualized in terms of “meaning- and sense-making”. Meaning-making is primarily understood 

as to engage in the construction of meaning using symbolic and logic resources when engaging in 

the practice. Sense-making, primarily a certain emotive response of correspondence between the 

experience of the world and efforts to give meaning to it. Thus, it relates to the experience of “making 

sense”, where senses of the world and attempts of meaning-making are congruent or not. Inquiry 

can be seen as to be required when there is a discrepancy, where discrepancy highlights how 

experience does not make sense. Also, for learners to engage in inquiry, those choosing to engage 

in inquiry need to ascribe a certain degree of significance of the need to make sense. That is to say, 

while there might be a lot of non-sense experienced, not all non-sense is deemed significant and to 

require a process of inquiry. 

Within the project, an inquiry is seen to engage in meaning-making and sense-making. Accordingly, 

the process of inquiry is not pre-determined in the sense that it simply re-articulates the meaning of 

sustainability issues and challenges according to already existent scientific knowledge. A core 

assumption is that this scientific knowledge of sustainability issues and challenges is a resource in 

                                                           
4 Lave, J., & Wenger, E. (1991). Situated learning. Legitimate peripheral participation. New York, NY: Cambridge University 

Press.  
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meaning-making but not determining meaning-making and sense-making a priori. As mentioned 

with regards to “inquiry”, wickedness and complexity, scientific knowledge is not able to render the 

experience of a sustainability issue and challenge into determinate meaning. This is to say, in in-situ 

experience and practice attempts at giving meaning to a sustainability issue/challenge fail to do so 

exclusively. There is in this practical and experiential engagement with these issues/challenges an 

encounter of something more at play, and “critical thinking” and “reflexivity” are ways in which 

learners are giving meaning to and are making sense of this surplus. Meaning-making and sense-

making in “open schooling” are in this sense not a simple addition to existing scientific knowledge 

but are changing it, as scientific knowledge and its associated technical ways of giving meaning are 

put into practice. Inquiry has to supplement scientific knowledge as part of efforts to a) give meaning 

to sustainability issues/challenges as well as b) find locally relevant and practical ways of engaging 

with these issues/challenges. 

Meaning-making and sense-making in inquiry transform laboratory accounts of sustainability issues 

and challenges, which try to keep ambivalence, “complexity”, and uncertainty at bay by aiming to 

establish laboratory conditions, and instead provides temporary and local entry points for 

engagement without trying to “externalize” uncertainty and ambivalence. “Uncertainty” is 

acknowledged and the entry point for sense- and meaning-making. Uncertainty as starting point for 

inquiry highlights the prior absence of meaning or non-sense and renders outcomes of inquiry 

tentative resting points to be potentially inquired again.  

3.1.2 Narratives of change 

Meaning- and sense-making involve the formation of narratives, which in the SEAS project are 

conceived in terms of narratives of change. Narratives play a central role in the project as a means 

of operationalizing and rendering visible change and progress towards social transformation 

occurring throughout open schooling. The notion of narratives of change to be used in the project 

addresses the individual and collective processes of learning. Narratives connect in an "inquiry" into 

sustainability issues as experienced by a subject being in and engaging with the world (lifeworld)5 

with more specialized discourses of public life and disciplinary knowledge. Narratives provide means 

of “meaning- and sense-making”, where learners draw on specialized discourses but also use 

common language to create cohesion in the chaotic interplay of actions, structures, gaps and 

ruptures of as experienced in their life world. Narratives integrate scientific knowledge, critical and 

reflexive thinking and empathy into inquiry and practice that has particular goals and local 

circumstances in mind when addressing sustainability issues. Narratives also involve “anticipatory 

thinking”, envisioning alternate futures drawing on diverse technical and common cultural resources 

by relating to people and objects making up their environment. In this way, narratives connect 

different individual stories (people) as well as different plots (e.g. competing scientific explanations). 

The worlds narratives create are semiotically construed and mediated by sign systems employed in 

                                                           

5 Husserl, Edmund. 1970. Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology. Evanston: Northwestern 

University Press. 
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the talk, writing, visual representations, gestures, bodily postures, and architecture of the learners. 

As learners from different contexts collaborate to address shared sustainability goals, drawing from 

scientific discourse and resources, they create narratives that include argumentative and rhetoric 

forms of both every day and scientific domains, and which together intertwine personal and 

collective forms of meaning-making and sense-making. When they meet in narratives, individual 

stories and alternative plots open up, for different learning trajectories, multiplying notions of past, 

present, and future. In the project narratives of change are operationalized to render visible 

(indicators of) change, both as a form of transformation of the learner (transformative learning) as 

well as project output. 

3.2 Transformational Learning: 

The notion of “transformational learning” has been used in specific ways in diverse theoretical 

traditions. In the SEAS project, its use is intended to emphasize open schooling’s specific goal of 

generating a form of schooling that shall not just bring “knowledge” or learning, but also and at the 

same time, community well-being. Most often, if not always, this requires that, in learning, both 

learners and their communities change-not just their ideas or knowledge, but also the practical, 

personal, and political aspects of how learning practices are organized. 

Learning and education can principally be characterized by two basic functions: either contributing 

to social reproduction (qualification, socialization) or social change (due to subjectification).6 Given 

that the context of this project is sustainability challenges and issues, education and schooling that 

want to address such issues and challenges need to focus on how schooling and learning bring 

about social change as certain current ways of being are producing the sustainability issues and 

challenges to be addressed. Consequently, this project is concerned with open schooling and 

promotion of “scientific literacy” as they involve forms of learning that lead to change. However, how 

learning is conceived to relate to change and partial reproduction differs with regards to the 

particular education and learning theories that are either explicitly or implicitly drawn upon in the 

development and implementation of the digital tools. 

3.2.1 Capacities 

Yet, as we argue below with regards to “inquiry”, the project shares the outlook that learning that is 

about initiating and enabling social change and transformation is working with and aiming to 

develop particular “capacities” of the learner and the communities and stakeholders involved in open 

schooling. While capacities can be seen as relating to individual learning and subjectivity, in the 

project capacities are seen as to relate also to social/community learning and the ability to alter the 

social and community. The initially identified key capacities to be developed in open schooling are 

“critical thinking”, “reflexivity”, “empathy” and “agency”. 

                                                           
6 Biesta, Gert J.J. 2010. Good Education in an Age of Measurement: Ethics, Politics, Democracy. Boulder: Paradigm 

Publishers. 
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3.2.1.1 Critical thinking 

“Critical thinking” involves the ability to take into account a plurality of perspectives, as being critical 

requires at least two positions or perspectives to be familiar to the person being critical, one critiqued 

and one appealed in the critique (dialectic). Critical understanding of a plurality of perspectives 

involves, hence, not only knowledge of and familiarity with central assumptions appealed to in a 

perspective, but also the ability to identify paradoxes and contradictions in these assumptions. 

Critique and being critical focuses upon and highlights these paradoxes and contradictions but at 

the same time appeals to an alternative perspective. 

3.2.1.2 Reflexivity 

“Reflexivity” involves the ability to open up, again, critical thinking for reconsideration. Critical thinking 

can easily remain at the level of critique by elevating one position (position critiqued from) above 

the other (position critiqued). Reflexivity relates to the ability and willingness to engage with an 

interrogation of the positions and perspectives appealed to in critical thinking. Reflexivity engages, 

accordingly, with that which a position or perspective takes for granted. It interrogates that which is 

held dearly in an “open” manner, rather than critically (dialectically) and aims to bring to the fore 

blind spots (aporias), and potential paradoxes and contradictions. 

3.2.1.3 Empathy 

“Empathy” involves the ability to emotionally relate and to be opened up by other people and other 

things in the world. Empathy relates to a certain emotional disposition of the learner, where that 

learner is connecting to other peoples’ and things’ feelings and being. While empathy is often 

described as a cognitive ability, in this project it is understood as accounting for an emotional 

resonance of the world that is a secondary product of rational engagement with the world. Empathy 

relates to the sensitivity and openness of the learner to the world; to let feelings arise and to be 

concerned by them. Rational engagement and inquiry are seen as to relate to the combination of 

thought and feeling, as critical thinking and reflexivity are hinging on an emotional resonance of the 

world, concerning us and making us critically and reflexively engage with it. Empathy, in this sense, 

relates to the possibility of the learner to be “open” which is to relate spatially and temporally to the 

being of other selves/things.  

3.2.1.4 Agency 

“Agency” and learning that involves and fosters agency is in this project seen as involving empathy, 

critical thinking, and reflexivity. Accordingly, agency is rather a product of empathy, critical thinking, 

and reflexivity when combined with action. Yet, this crucial imperative of the project to foster agency 

is somewhat paradoxical itself, as agency is traditionally perceived as referring to the ability to 

influence and exert power by the subject. Schooling and teaching that are to foster agency cannot 

logically be exerting power (fostering agency) as well as allowing for that which is to be fostered to 

exert power (the agency of the learner). The paradox resides in that schooling cannot foster agency 

(as an act of external imposition) and at the same time allow for its emergence (as an act of self-

determination). In this project, “open schooling” is fostering agency not as an exertion of power 

(defined by a predefined objective to be accomplished by the learner) but through its “openness”. 
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“Openness” (see the section on open schooling) is with regards to agency and learning for change 

referring to a spatial openness (that traditionally outside of schools), such as family and community, 

but also to temporal openness, such as knowledge, sustainability issues and challenges that are still 

to come. 

3.3 Sustainability Challenges as Teaching/Learning Objects 

The current global attention for sustainability issues and challenges provides the context for the 

project’s engagement with open schooling and the imperative to explore ways in which schools and 

education can open up for learning that leads to change. The global acknowledgment of the urgency 

to address these challenges is paralleled by a broader “acceleration” of technological, socio-

economical, and environmental changes. The acceleration of the pace of environmental, 

technological and economic change is posing new challenges to societies and their reproduction in 

and through education. Disciplinary knowledge is produced at a pace and quantity previously 

unparalleled. At the same time, differences in axioms and positions in science become particularly 

evident when findings from research are to provide entry points for engaging global sustainability 

issues and challenges.  

Key concepts that assume a linear translation from science into social engagement with sustainability 

issues and challenges are increasingly problematized in the light of “complexity” and “wickedness”. 

3.3.1 Complexity and Wickedness 

“Complexity” of sustainability issues/challenges refers to the difficulties of analyzing and 

understanding sustainability issues when people engage with them in-situ and in everyday practices. 

The complexity of sustainability issues often arises in the attempts of reducing the issues to a 

particular way of addressing and giving meaning to them. Patterns and trends as identified by 

utilizing a particular perspective or method are undermined by the in-situ observation that there is 

also something else at play, which cannot be excluded in order to properly address the issue.  

“Wickedness” of sustainability issues/challenges highlights even more strongly the consequences of 

the complexity of sustainability issues as it brings to the forefront the principle of uncertainty 

associated with knowledge about sustainability. Wickedness refers here to the difficulty of defining 

the issues/challenges at play. The difficulty of scientifically defining the sustainability issues and 

problems relates here directly to the difficulty of solving them.  

In the context of such wicked and complex sustainability issues and challenges, open schooling 

requires new scientific literacies and forms of engagement with science. Open schooling and 

education addressing these issues and challenges cannot rely upon the metaphor of “knowledge 

transfer” but complexity and wickedness of these issues require “active” engagement with science 

and scientific knowledge in practice and context. Consequently, education and schooling cannot 

reproduce knowledge through its acquisition or transfer but requires its transformation. The issue 

here is not simply the inadequacy of scientific knowledge when solving wicked and complex 
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sustainability issues but also that the underlying “scientism” inherent to the idea of knowledge 

transfer can be seen to cause or at least aggravate sustainability issues and challenges.  

Accordingly, open schooling and scientific literacy are within the project seen as to require the 

acknowledgment of the openness of applying scientific knowledge and methods in efforts to address 

sustainability issues and challenges. This openness refers to that there is always something 

more/different at play (“complexity”) and the required tentative character of scientific knowledge 

(“wickedness”) that needs to be sensitive to context, practice, and diverse perspectives on reality. 

3.3.2 Sustainability challenges as socio-scientific issues  

In addition to considering the dimensions of wickedness and complexity that are involved when 

working with real life sustainability problems, an important aspect for open schooling collaborations 

is the realization that scientific issues become not just issues of scientific relevance, but also of social 

and political relevance. To address this socio-political dimension, science education scholars have 

defined the notion of “socio-scientific issues”, issues; which are not only ill-structured and present 

open-ended problems with multiple possible solutions, but also are controversial social and political 

issues.  

Socio-scientific issues are challenging issues that are “likely to be confronted within peoples’ daily 

lives […] and provide students with a context to support their active examination of the relationships 

among science, their lives in society, and technology”7. It is this connection with the personal and 

political dimensions of everyday life that defines the object of learning in SEAS as consisting of socio-

scientific rather than simply scientific issues. By supporting and investigating learning through 

engagement with sustainability challenges that are conceived as socio-scientific issues, opportunities 

for learning expand dramatically beyond narrow notions of learning scientific content. Learning 

about socio-scientific issues involves also questions of usability and societal relevance, of equity and 

social justice, and of the larger socio-political systems as part of which scientific knowledge is 

generated and applied in society.  

3.4 Inquiry 

The mode and means by which learning is taking place are, within the project, specified with regards 

to the scientific mode of inquiry. “Inquiry” refers here to the way the learner is engaging with 

sustainability issues and challenges in education and schooling. The idea of inquiry rests upon the 

principles of scientific research, validating knowledge about what an issue is about through empirical 

engagement with that issue. The purpose of inquiry as a process is to gain knowledge8.  

Following Dewey´s definition of inquiry, we might, in the context of “complexity” and “wickedness” of 

sustainability issues and challenges, trouble the idea that learning through inquiry can fully determine 

                                                           
7 Sadler, T. D., Romine, W. L., & Topçu, M. S. (2016). Learning science content through socio-scientific issues-based 

instruction: a multi-level assessment study. International Journal of Science Education, 38, 1622–1635.  

8 Dewey, John. 1938. Logic: The Theory Of Inquiry. The Philosophical Review. Vol. 49. New York: Henry Holt and Company. 

doi:10.2307/2180803. 
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the causes of particular situation given all existing modes of knowledge. As mentioned, wickedness 

and complexity highlight that there is in the in-situ and practical engagement with issues and 

challenges always something else/different rendering them “wicked”, elusive, and ill-defined. 

“Wickedness” and “complexity” highlight that inquiry into sustainability issues and challenges cannot 

arrive at certain knowledge with certainty but has to conceptually and practically acknowledge 

uncertainty and the limitations of scientific knowledge. Instead of returning to an attempt at gaining 

certainty through a more controlled and generally directed transformation of an indeterminate 

situation, the project turns towards adding directions and perspectives by “democratizing inquiry”. 

3.4.1 Democratizing inquiry 

“Democratizing inquiry” includes the acknowledgment of a plurality of perspectives, not only 

perspectives relative to the practices and purposes of research and schooling. This means for 

“inquiry” that to certain extent differences in perspectives and associated values cannot be assumed 

as reducible to a singular starting point or foundation for inquiry. Democratizing inquiry refers hence 

to the inclusiveness of the process of engaging in inquiry, where inquiry is understood as relating to 

both giving meaning to experienced challenges/issues and finding solutions to them. To return to 

the quote from Dewey, “controlled or directed transformation” means that directedness is plural in 

democratic inquiry, as there has to be plural and incommensurable perspectives and values that 

shape perspectives. Democratizing inquiry entails moving back and forth between being sensitive to 

different directions (perspectives) and a synthesis of perspectives into a unified whole. A unified 

whole can, in the context of wickedness and complexity, only be a temporary resting point or a 

shared ambition among diverse directions in an inquiry. How this back and forth is conceived in the 

project differs according to the theoretical outlooks used in the conceptions of the tools 

experimented with. The ambition of democratizing inquiry into sustainability challenges and issues 

in open schooling is to allow for sensitization of learning to a) differences in understanding these 

issues, b) what is at stake for a diverse group of stakeholders, and c) how people are affected 

differently. Consequently, an inquiry into sustainability issues and challenges requires the active 

inclusion of wider groups of people than in normal (closed) schooling, including “classroom”, 

“families”, and the “wider community”. 

3.4.1.1 Classroom 

While education policies, curricula and everyday assumptions about schooling might assume a 

democratic environment to be the point of departure, inequalities, exclusion, and absences can be 

seen to prevail. In particular, the project aims to democratize inquiry processes with regards to the 

classroom in order to render visible and acknowledge differences in understanding “sustainability 

issues” among diverse students. Further, the project aims to democratize inquiry by addressing 

unequal power relations between the position of teacher and student. In this regard, the teachers 

are not seen as having exclusive knowledge about the sustainability issue but are co-designing entry 

points and tentative forms of engagement together with students. While disciplinary knowledge of 

the teacher is here an asset for the inquiry process, the primary expertise to be facilitating inquiry is 

the didactical knowledge of how to provide space and opportunity for “opening up” and 

democratizing inquiry. 
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3.4.1.2 Families 

The project has an explicit focus on families for two reasons. First, to include families in the notion 

of inquiry and schooling aims at opening up and democratizing schooling in the way that what is 

taking place inside the classroom and ordinary schooling becomes sensitized to how students are 

also parts of families (the outside on the inside). To be part of a family will also lead to differences in 

how students perceive sustainability issues according to different intersectional discourses, including, 

among others, ethnicity and class. To open up schooling to become sensitive to how family life 

affects the experience of sustainability challenges is one way of democratizing inquiry. The second 

focus on families is due to the ambition to increase the impact of schooling when it comes to social 

transformation by involving related but normally not directly involved stakeholders (members of 

families) in inquiry processes. 

3.4.1.3 Wider community 

While the “social” in social transformation is often abstract and at scales beyond direct relevance to 

practice and learning, communities are often more relatable for the learner and for understanding 

how sustainability issues and challenges might affect practices in communities. By opening up 

schooling and including wider community stakeholders in the inquiry processes of open schooling 

the sustainability issue emerges often more nuanced and concrete, highlighting, its wickedness and 

complexity in concrete practices, yet also indicating concrete entry points for engagement. Including 

and engaging with the wider community also increases the perceived significance of schooling, 

where both schooling and the wider community are to be transformed.  

3.5 Open schooling, complexity, inquiry and tools 

There are interrelations between several of the concepts introduced above which, when made 

explicitly, can guide teaching in open schooling environments. Inquiry and socio-scientific issues are 

both rich research traditions in science education that can be drawn on. This section does not aim 

to go into details on resources for teaching, it will rather argue that the point is that socio-scientific 

issues call for inquiry-based teaching, where tools and resources (another key part of the design of 

SEAS) have an important function.  

Inquiry can, in this context of socio-scientific issues, be considered as a continuum between a closed 

and highly structured mode of teaching at one end, and an open, unstructured mode at the other. 

When the subject matter theme has low complexity and the settings are familiar (for instance, the 

theme of classical mechanics in physics where the teacher first lectures the main principles and laws, 

before introducing students to exercises or an experiment that illustrates the subject matter in 

question) the complexity involved is low (by the way complexity is understood in this document). 

The teacher may facilitate learning by engaging inquiry approaches, but these inquiries will be on 

the structured side, where the teacher keeps much of the control in terms of what is to be learned, 

when, and how. Complexity of socio-scientific issues, as discussed above derives from the complexity 

of the theme, as being hard to be defined and confined, requiring us to involve several stakeholders 

and communities. The democratization of inquiry calls for inquiry in the open end of the continuum. 
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Open inquiry is more likely to be called for as the problem or question, the knowledge involved, and 

the proposed solutions are genuinely open. Open inquiry becomes, in this case, a necessity. 

This means that inquiry calls for the teacher to let go of control some of the time. Emphasizing that 

inquiry teaching is not unguided student work, the teacher has an important function in structuring 

students work, that is to open up spaces for exploration in learning through teaching. Thus, within 

an overall consideration of a teaching sequence as more open or more directed/closed, there needs 

to be a rhythm of phases of more open, student controlled work, and phases of teacher control, 

phases where one phase feeds into the next. 

When the teacher facilitates open inquiry environments, tools and resources become important for 

providing students with resources (e.g. access to expertise and knowledge), to help them plan and 

visualize the inquiry process, to be creative, to assess their current status of insight and action, and 

to help them communicate, share and organize work.  

3.6 Scientific literacy 

Open schooling and sustainability issues present new opportunities for and demand new 

understandings of what it means to educate for scientific literacy. Scientific literacy involves, hence, 

not simply the ability to account for phenomena according to disciplinary terminology and 

discourses but, as discussed with regards to transformative learning, relates to “critical”, “emphatic” 

and “reflexive” engagement with phenomena in-situ and in practice. In this project, scientific literacy 

is understood to be primarily related to its use in practice to engage with sustainability issues. 

Accordingly, disciplinary knowledge and methods need to adapt to the in-situ experienced 

“wickedness” and “complexity” of sustainability challenges. The key is the adaptability of disciplinary 

knowledge and methodology to “sense- and meaning-making" as situated and relative to particular 

purposes and embodied experiences. Scientific literacy that is adaptive is in this sense functional, 

enabling meaningful and empathetic engagement with sustainability challenges in-situ. Thus, 

scientific literacy relates to “agency” and the ability of individuals and communities to “meaningfully” 

engage and define sustainability issues, drawing upon scientific knowledge, yet not being in their 

engagement with the issues determined by it while engaging with the issues at hand. 

3.6.1 Functional capability/competence 

In this project, the notion of “scientific literacy” is rather understood as a “functional 

capability/competence” than its more common notion of being a “reproductive skill”. While scientific 

literacy entails the possibility to account for how an issue is conceived in terms of a disciplinary 

outlook or a particular axiomatic outlook within a discipline (reproductive skill), scientific literacy as 

part of “open schooling” that is to engage with sustainability issues/challenges entails a productive 

aspect where the learner/teacher has to render disciplinary knowledge productive. The learner, as 

well as the teacher, has to utilize scientific knowledge and combine it with other forms of knowledge 

and meaning-making traditions when engaging locally and at a particular point in time in practices 

that aim to address a certain sustainability issue/challenge. Here the learner and teacher emerge as 

“agents”, actively engaging in directing and shaping meaning and practice not simply reproducing 
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knowledge or actions. The learner and teacher learn to apply and put to use (capability/competence) 

different forms of knowledge when engaging with wicked and complex sustainability 

issues/challenges locally and at a particular point in time. In this sense, scientific literacy entails the 

ability to productively, yet also critically and reflexively, engage with different forms of knowledge 

and traditions of practice. Emphasizing the “literacy” part of “scientific literacy” entails that functional 

competency means to engage with the text in all its variety, transforming textual resources for 

different purposes, across knowledge domains and settings, and in the process construing thematic 

meaning and social interaction. Patterns of meaning, or genres (of activity), realize culture and 

institutions in and through practice. This productive ability needs also to acknowledge the tentative 

(temporal and spatial) validity of the engagement, acknowledging and integrating uncertainty as a 

guiding principle for developing scientific literacy in open schooling. Thus, it is “uncertainty” and 

“non-sense” that initiates inquiry processes, rather than certainty, particularly concerning how the 

meaning and solution to sustainability issues is to be conceived. 

3.7 Co-Design for Pedagogical Innovation 

While aspects of open schooling are already present in current schooling practices, including 

eventual collaborations between the school and out-of-school actors, as well as the use of inquiry-

based and problem-based teaching methods, by and large, open schooling initiatives are still very 

much localized innovations. Further we lack enough prior experience and understanding about 

these interventions to be able to draw on to create a set of well-established principles or practices 

to implement and/or analyze them. This means that engaging in open schooling research and 

practice consists of an innovation effort in which the parties involved need to create a new product—

in this case, as described above, a set of social innovations—together. Understood as social 

innovation endeavors, open schooling initiatives can be conceptualized as co-design projects, where 

participants from different contexts and with different cultural-historical needs and interests come 

together to address a shared problem. In such a context, the process of co-creation of a solution is 

also a process of identifying and defining a shared problem. This in itself is a process of personal 

and conceptual transformation, for, having to negotiate joint approaches and means of proceeding 

with respect to both what a problem (sustainability challenge) is, and how it can be addressed 

through the design of new tools and practices, participants will have to change their ways of 

conceiving and acting in ways that address the emerging relation among each other.  

Some design scholars have conceived this type of creative collaboration as a way of generating not 

just a new product, but the generation of new issues (ways of understanding and approaching 

collective problems) along with a new public (forms of taking part in community, citizenship, as co-

designers become attuned to new ways of addressing the everyday realities as part of which they 

perform design work).9 Open schooling co-design processes, thus, direct the practitioners and 

scholar’s attention not only towards generating solutions for better learning but also towards 

intentional transformation of the meanings and practices that characterize education. In SEAS, this 

                                                           
9 Binder et al. (2015) Democratic design experiments: between parliament and laboratory. Co-Design, 11(3–4), 152–165. 
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co-design orientation takes place, at least, in two specific ways: through the co-design of open 

schooling activity in the local networks, and through the co-design of general understandings of 

how open schooling can be organized and contribute to the transformational challenge that the 

current socio-political and environmental circumstances pose.  

3.7.1 Co-designing locally relevant teaching 

The first way in which open schooling becomes a co-design task in SEAS is through the collaborative 

creation of teaching and learning tasks and activities at the local level. Local networks organize the 

design of these tasks and activities in collaboration and following guidelines generated through the 

project. One such guideline is elaborated in the SEAS ChangeLab methodological framework. This 

framework involves a set of principles for coordinating and implementing creative collaboration 

involving multiple partners from inside and outside of school with the goal of improving community 

life through open schooling. These principles are detailed in deliverable D2.4 A guideline document 

for implementing and following up Change-Lab Workshops.  

Another such guideline concerns how teachers can be supported throughout the process of co-

design in open schooling endeavors. In this regard, tools/methods such as the tool LORET (Locally 

Relevant Teaching) described in detail in deliverable D4.1 Updated guideline manual describing use 

of each of the SEAS digital tools, are necessary to support the development of teaching materials 

and resources as part of the co-design process.  

3.7.2 Co-design as methodological principle 

In the SEAS project, co-design is not only a way of organizing collaboration towards innovation in 

(science) education, but also a way to conceive the research approach utilized in the SEAS project 

to generate knowledge and practices for open schooling towards action and engagement for 

sustainability. Based on a design-based research approach, the SEAS assessment and development 

strategy conceives the intervention work as a participatory research approach in which researchers 

are included as stakeholders in the development process. Knowledge is generated with regards to 

the innovation in both the practices being designed and the theoretical models or concepts that 

account for those practices. An assessment and reflection on the role of design-based research 

approaches will be an important part of the project’s outcomes. 
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